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By means of an adapted mean-field expansion for large fillings n1, we study the evolution of quantum
fluctuations in the time-dependent Bose-Hubbard model, starting in the superfluid state and approaching the
Mott phase by decreasing the tunneling rate or increasing the interaction strength in time. For experimentally
relevant cases, we derive analytical results for the temporal behavior of the number and phase fluctuations,
respectively. This allows us to calculate the growth of the quantum depletion and the decay of off-diagonal
long-range order. We estimate the conditions for the observability of the time dependence in the correlation
functions in the experimental setups with external trapping present. Finally, we discuss the analogy to quantum
effects in the early universe during the inflationary epoch.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rapidly growing interest in the exploration of the dy-
namics of quantum phase transitions 1 fosters our under-
standing of the complex behavior of many-body systems far
from equilibrium. This concerns, in particular, the interplay
of the microscopic degrees of freedom, their entanglement,
and the resulting emergent behavior. The controlled study of
the time development of correlation functions expressing
these entanglement properties, and the dynamical emergence
of correlations from an initially uncorrelated state has been
undertaken for various systems. The Bose-Hubbard model,
describing the essential archetype of an emergence of strong
correlations when one crosses a quantum phase transition
point, was originally introduced in a conventional condensed
matter context, to explain certain properties of bosons in pe-
riodic and/or random potentials 2. Its implementation with
ultracold atoms 3 and the subsequent experimental realiza-
tion of the superfluid-Mott transition 4 has caused a flurry
of research activity.
This activity is reviewed from a theoretical point of view
in 5, while a number of recent experimental efforts study-
ing ultracold atoms in optical lattices are covered, e.g., in 6.
Initially, theoretical studies were primarily devoted to the
transition from the Mott regime, where number fluctuations
are frozen for commensurate filling of the lattice sites, to
the superfluid side of the transition for which, conversely,
phase fluctuations are frozen 7–11. Most of these investi-
gations were done numerically, with the exception of certain
exactly solvable cases like the Ising chain in a transverse
field 12.
We discuss here in detail a mean-field approach, first pre-
sented in 13, which enables the in some particular cases
analytical rigorously controlled calculation of quantum cor-
relations developing in rapid quenches from the superfluid to
the Mott insulating phase. Such a number-conserving and
hence controlled mean-field approach is valid at large filling
n1 of the lattice sites, with the square root of the inverse
filling 1 /n providing the expansion parameter 14. Here,
we supply in particular, analytical estimates for the applica-
bility of the results obtained in 13 to the experimentally
relevant harmonically trapped case, by comparing the decay
time of superfluid coherence to the propagation of the distur-
bances in the system induced by the quench. It should be
noted that the mean-field “hydrodynamic” limit of large site
fillings considered in the following is not of purely academic
interest. While many experiments on the Mott transition are
carried out at small filling of order unity, experiments on
number squeezing at large filling have indeed been per-
formed as well 15–17, already on an early stage of research
into the possible occurrence of the Mott insulator transition
15.
II. BOSE-HUBBARD MODEL AT LARGE FILLING
The Bose-Hubbard model describes interacting bosons on
a lattice, hopping from site to site. Restricting ourselves to
two-body contact interactions, i.e., that two bosons interact
only if at the same site , and to one single-particle state at
each site, adding a one-particle scalar potential term, the
Hamiltonian reads
Hˆ = J

Maˆ
† aˆ +
U
2  aˆ
†2aˆ
2 + 

Vnˆ. 1
The coupling constant U is linear in the bulk contact inter-
action coupling constant g. The externally imposed scalar
potential to additionally confine the atoms in the lattice is in
most experimental situations to date to a good approximation
harmonic V2, or linear as in 17, V. The matrix
M describes the fact that, in the lattice, the effective mass
and possible higher terms in a gradient expansion, can in
general depend on position and the direction of hopping of
the particles from site to site. For the simplest example of a
one-dimensional chain with nearest-neighbor hopping, we
have M=,−
1
4 ,+1+,−1+−1,++1,, and the
effective mass of the bosons is given by 1 /m=Ja2, where a
is the lattice spacing.
At large average filling n1 the Bose-Hubbard Hamil-
tonian 1 can be mapped to the so-called quantum rotor
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model cf., e.g., 1,18. Insertion of the quantum Made-
lung transformation aˆ=ei
ˆ
nˆ into Eq. 1 and expansion
into inverse powers of n yields the quantum rotor Hamil-
tonian
Hˆ = 

− nJ cosˆ  − ˆ +1 + U2 nˆ − n2
= 

− nJ cosˆ  − ˆ +1 − U2 2ˆ 2 , 2
where we have taken for simplicity a one-dimensional 1D
lattice with no external trapping, V=0. As an important in-
gredient, we use in this representation that local number fluc-
tuation nˆ= nˆ−n and phase variables are conjugate in the
limit of large n,
ˆ ,nˆ = i. 3
The fact that the number and phase variables are canonically
conjugate variables implying the very existence of a phase
operator depends on applying the mean-field and effec-
tively hydrodynamic, i.e., coarse-grained limit n→ has
been known for a long time cf., e.g., 19,20. The problems
arising without the limit n→ can be seen by means of the
full commutator
ˆ , nˆ=
?
i. 4
Since nˆ possesses a discrete spectrum with proper eigenvec-
tors 	n
, taking the 	n
-expectation value of the above re-
lation yields for = a contradiction. In the large n limit,
however, the normalized fluctuations nˆ /n have quasicon-
tinuous spectra and in this sense Eq. 3 provides a valid
effective description.
The form 2 provides a nice and intuitive understanding
of the two phases: In the superfluid state, the first term on the
right-hand side dominates and ˆ −ˆ +1 is small phase co-
herence. In the Mott phase, on the other hand, the second
term wins and the number fluctuations nˆ become small.
Therefore, we may directly read off the scaling of the critical
point Jc, which separates the two regimes Jc=OU /n. We
depict a schematic representation of the superfluid-Mott tran-
sition on a quadratic two-dimensional lattice in Fig. 1.
III. DYNAMICAL MEAN-FIELD THEORY
We first consider the case without external trapping V
=0, for which the filling is homogeneous nˆ
=n. From Eq.
1, the Heisenberg equations of motion for the lattice field
operator are we take 1 throughout
itaˆ = J

Maˆ + Unˆaˆ. 5
To proceed, we now employ a lattice version of the number-
conserving mean-field expansion which in its continuum ver-
sion has been introduced in 21,22. Since the Hamiltonian
1 cannot be diagonalized exactly, a controlled analytical
approach requires a small or large parameter such that we
can employ an expansion into powers of this control param-
eter. One option would be the weak-coupling regime JU,
where an expansion into powers of U /J justifies the mean-
field approach. However, since we want to study the sweep
to the Mott phase, this ratio does not remain small and hence
cannot be used as a control parameter. Therefore, we focus
on the case of large fillings n1 here and use 1 /n as a small
expansion parameter 23, i.e., in the limit of large fillings n,
the full site field operator is expanded into terms of various
power in n,
aˆ = 	0 + 
ˆ + ˆ
Aˆ
Nˆ
. 6
The operator Aˆ = aˆaˆ
† aˆ−1/2Nˆ 1/2 with aˆ=aˆ accounts
for the conservation of the total number of particles Nˆ
=Aˆ †Aˆ =nˆ. Due to the number-conserving nature of the
ansatz, we have aˆ
=0 exactly, as opposed to non-number-
(a)
(b)
FIG. 1. Color online Localization superfluid-Mott transition
of particles in an optical lattice. For increasing lattice depth and
commensurate filling integer number of particles per site, the sys-
tem performs a quantum phase transition from a superfluid declo-
calized phase with highly mobile bosons a to a localized insulator
phase with immobile bosons at commensurate filling b. The
present analysis investigates the temporal evolution of correlations
when one is rapidly going from a superfluid to b Mott. For
the sake of this representation, we display the non-mean-field case
of unit filling, n=1, here.
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conserving approaches, in which aˆ
=On. We stress that
a number-conserving formalism is essential to describe cor-
relation functions accurately, especially those of higher or-
der.
As stated before, the above mean-field expansion requires
that, at each site, the integral filling n= nˆ
= aˆ
† aˆ
N is
much larger than unity, n1. The idea of Eq. 6 is to
expand the original operator aˆ into powers of n1, con-
sidering the formal limit in which n↑ but with the chemi-
cal potential =Un remaining finite and fixed, such that U
=O1 /n. The leading term in the above expansion 6 is the
order parameter 	0=On describing the condensate part.
The linearized quantum corrections 
ˆ=On0 are decom-
posed into single-particle contributions, and correspond to
Bogoliubov quasiparticle excitations above the superfluid
ground state, after a Bogoliubov transformation to a quasi-
particle basis. For the validity of the expansion 6, the re-
maining nonlinear higher-order corrections ˆ containing
multiparticle contributions must remain small, ˆ1, during
the whole temporal evolution of the system. Since we are
dealing with formally unbounded operators, the condition
ˆ1 should be understood as a weak limit, i.e., ˆ
1
and ˆ
†ˆ
1, etc.
Thus, ˆ of order unity signifies that one approaches
strongly correlated states, i.e., the Mott regime. These
“strong correlations” are due to interactions between the qua-
siparticle excitations 
ˆ, which become stronger when ap-
proaching the transition, and eventually generate a gap due
to nonperturbative effects. The emergence of this gap de-
notes the transition from the delocalized atoms superfluid
state to the localized atoms Mott state, see, e.g., 24. In
what follows, we are interested in describing the approach to
the localized state of the atoms, and how in a dynamical
quantum phase transition the corresponding decrease in the
phase ordering takes place.
The Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations for the quasiparti-
cle excitations at site , which are by definition described by
the first-order operators 
ˆ, read
it
ˆ = J

M
ˆ + 2U		0
2	
ˆ + U	0
2
ˆ
†
, 7
with 	0 being determined by the solution of the Gross-
Pitaevski mean-field equation
it	0 = J

M	0 + U		0	2	0 = U		0	2	0, 8
where the final equality holds for a spatially homogeneous
ground state. All the residual terms, remaining after the in-
sertion of Eq. 6 into Eq. 5, determine the higher-order
corrections ˆ to the mean-field expansion 6, which then
evolve according to the equation of motion
itˆ = J

Mˆ + 2U		0
2	ˆ + U	0
2ˆ
† + 2U	0
ˆ
† 
ˆ
+ U	0

ˆ
2 + U
ˆ
† 
ˆ
2 + OUˆ . 9
Deep in the superfluid phase our initial state, the higher-
order corrections ˆ are small and the mean-field expansion
6 works very well. If we approach the Mott phase, how-
ever, these corrections start to grow according to Eq. 9 and,
at some point, the mean-field expansion 6 breaks down.
The characteristic time scale of this breakdown can be esti-
mated from the nonlinear source terms in Eq. 9, which are
suppressed to O1 /n in view of the imposed constancy of
the chemical potential, so that U=O1 /n, 	0=On, and

ˆ=On0. Therefore starting in the superfluid phase, the
higher-order corrections remain small as long as we have
Utn1, i.e., for evolution times which are of order t
=On. Thus, while Bogoliubov mean-field theory is, in
principle, also valid initially, i.e., for JU for small values
of n=O1, the ˆ corrections in Eq. 9, which describe
correlations beyond those derivable from the mean-field plus
single-particle fluctuations, i.e., from 	0 and 
ˆ in Eq. 6,
begin to grow very quickly in off-equilibrium situations, then
invalidating the Bogoliubov approach at small filling. For
large fillings n1, however, the mean-field expansion 6
can be extrapolated to relatively long time scales t=On,
which allows us to study the sweep analytically with ˆ
serving as an indicator for the validity of the mean-field ap-
proach.
Linearizing the polar decomposition of the fundamental
field operator aˆ=expiˆ nˆ, we may identify the fluctua-
tions 
ˆ=	0nˆ / 2n+ iˆ +O1 /n in terms of the lin-
earized number fluctuations nˆ and the conjugate phase
fluctuations ˆ  according to Eq. 3. Equation 7 can be
diagonalized by a normal-mode expansion into the eigenvec-
tors Mv

=v
 of the hopping matrix M, with the ei-
genvalues  labeled by the generalized momenta . To this
end, we expand the number and phase fluctuations via nˆ
=v
nˆ and ˆ =v
ˆ , respectively, and insert them into

ˆ = ne−inUdtnˆ/2n + iˆ  , 10
where we have factored out the time dependence of the
Gross-Pitaevski wave function with the appropriate phase
factor 	0=ne−inUdt as follows from Eq. 8. Thus, we ob-
tain from the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation 7, two real
equations for the time evolution of density and phase fluc-
tuations in the eigenbasis labeled by ,
tnˆ = 2nJˆ ,
tˆ  = −  J2n + Unˆ, 11
for generally time-dependent J and U. In case that both J and
U are constant in time, the above equations result in the
well-known Bogoliubov spectrum 25,26

2
= J2
2 + 2nUJ. 12
We now discuss two possible routes to approach or cross the
phase transition from the superfluid to the Mott side dynami-
cally. Either one decreases the tunneling rate in time or, al-
ternatively, the interaction is increased to suppress the super-
fluid density at given filling and thus cross the transition line.
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It is demonstrated that in several particular cases for J=Jt
or U=Ut, respectively, the Bogoliubov–de Gennes equa-
tions 7 can be solved analytically.
A. Decreasing the tunneling rate
Combining the two equations 11, we get the following
second-order equation for the number fluctuations analo-
gously for phase fluctuations, see Eq. 26 below
 
t
1
J

t
+ J + 2Unnˆ = 0. 13
Dividing this equation by J and 
2
, and defining a new time
coordinate depending on the mode index ,
d = Jdt , 14
we obtain an equation containing the operator 2 /
2
,
 2

2 + 1 +
U
J
2n

nˆ = 0. 15
We note that this equation now contains the ratio U /J only,
but not U and J separately cf. Sec. III C below.
Let us first study the case J=Jt while U=const. Even
though it is not possible to give a closed solution of Eq. 13
for arbitrary time dependences Jt, there are several cases
which do admit analytic expressions in terms of Hankel H
1
or Whittaker W, functions 31. We listed a few cases in
Table I.
In view of the asymptotic t↑ behavior of the Hankel and
Whittaker functions 31, we see that the number fluctuations
nˆ oscillate forever in the last three cases Jt
 t−1 , t−2/3 , t−1/2, though with a decreasing amplitude and fre-
quency. In the case of an exponential—i.e., much faster—
sweep Jt=J0e−t, on the other hand, the solutions nˆ do
not have enough time to adjust to the externally imposed
change of Jt and freeze at a finite value nonadiabatic be-
havior. Finally, the second case Jt=J0t−2 just marks the
border between the two regimes eternal oscillation versus
freezing. Consequently, the number fluctuations nˆ vanish
for late times in this situation for 0.
The asymptotic behavior can be interpreted nicely in
terms of the analogy to cosmology sketched in Sec. V below.
The freezing of the number fluctuations nˆ for Jt=J0e−t
can then be understood via the emergence of a horizon
analog—whereas for Jt t−1 , t−2/3 , t−1/2, such a horizon is
absent. The critical behavior Jt=J0t−2 precisely marks
the limit for horizon formation cf. Sec. V.
It is very illustrative to compare the various cases dis-
cussed above to a harmonic oscillator with a time-dependent
damping term and/or spring constant. In the last three cases
Jt t−1 , t−2/3 , t−1/2, the spring constant dominates under-
damped oscillator while the exponential sweep Jt=J0e−t
induces a transition to the overdamped regime at some time.
The boundary case Jt=J0t−2 would then correspond to
critical damping, where the solution nˆ approaches zero
very quickly. For the Bose-Hubbard model, this time depen-
dence would allow us to approach the Mott state very effi-
ciently.
However, in an experimental realization, a dynamics
Jt=J0t−2 requires some fine tuning and is probably hard
to achieve. The exponential sweep is more interesting from a
theory point of view since it yields nonzero frozen number
fluctuations and should also be a better approximation to a
realistic experimental situation. The experimental relevance
becomes apparent considering the fact that, in sufficiently
deep d-dimensional simple cubic lattices, Jt
 V0t /ER3/4 exp−2V0t /ER and U V0 /ERd/4 hold,
where V0t is the time-dependent lattice depth given by the
laser intensity and ER=2 / 2ma2 is the constant recoil
energy, with m the boson mass 32. Apart from logarithmi-
cally slow corrections, an exponential sweep Jte−t there-
fore corresponds to increasing the laser amplitude and there-
fore, V0 linearly in time, with U then remaining
approximately constant.
For the case of an exponentially decreasing tunneling rate,
a universal “scaling” solution exists: As we may infer from
Table I, the solution i.e., the indices  and  of the Whit-
taker function W, then do not depend on . The scaling
time from Eq. 14, depending on the mode index , reads
=−Jt /, so that Eq. 13 is transformed into a scale
invariant equation of the form of Eq. 15,
 2

2 + 1 − 2 Un nˆ = 0. 16
The only remaining dimensionless parameter determining
the relevant universality class of solutions of this equation is
TABLE I. A few analytically solvable cases for time-dependent J=Jt. The last column indicates the
behavior of the argument x at late laboratory time.
Jt Solution Argument Indices and constants Asymptotics t↑
J0e−t Wi,2ix x==−J0e−t / =1 /2, =Un / x↑0
J0t−2 xH1x x==−J0t−1 / =1 /4−2UnJ0 /2 x↑0
J0t−1 H
1x x=22UnJ0t1/2 / =2iJ0 / x↑
J0t−2/3 x
−1/4Wi,ix x=32UnJ0t2/3 / 2=1 /16, 2=9J03 / 32Un2 x↑
J0t−1/2 xH1cx3/2 x=t+J0 / 2Un =1 /3,c=2UnJ0 / 3 x↑
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=Un /. This parameter, equal to the ratio of chemical po-
tential =Un i.e., internal energy scale and sweep rate 
i.e., external time scale, represents a measure of the rapid-
ity of the externally imposed sweep: 1 implies a slow and
1 a fast nonadiabatic sweep. The adiabaticity parameter
 determines the nature of the final state. Starting in the
superfluid phase and ramping down the tunneling rate very
rapidly, 1, the system will have no time to react to this
change. For later times, the vanishing hopping J=0 prevents
an equilibration of the number fluctuations, i.e., they will be
as large as in the initial coherent state in this situation. The
slower we sweep Jt, the more time the system has to adapt
to this external change and the closer the final state will be to
the Mott state i.e., smaller number fluctuations will result
from a slow sweep.
As listed in Table I, the analytical solution of Eq. 16 can
be found in terms of the Whittaker functions Wi,1/2 31. It
allows us to obtain the following exact Bogoliubov transfor-
mation from bare density or filling fluctuation to initial
vacuum quasiparticle operators bˆ, labeled by the mode in-
dex ,
nˆ = ne−/2Wi,1/22ibˆ + H.c. 17
The initial vacuum quasiparticle operators bˆ annihilate the
adiabatic superfluid ground state bˆ	in
=0 at early times
↓−, where the modes oscillate like ei. Note that the
scaling time  is dimensionless. The phase fluctuations are
obtained using the relation ˆ =−
1
2ndnˆ /d following
from Eqs. 11 and 14,
ˆ  = −
e−/2
2n
dWi,1/22i
d
bˆ + H.c. 18
The analytical scaling solution thus obtained represents, to
the best of our knowledge, the first example of an exact
solution of the nonintegrable Bose-Hubbard model on the
Bogoliubov mean-field level in a dynamical situation.
Due to the perfect scaling solution in Eq. 17, the frozen
value of the number fluctuations at late times, when →0,
is independent of , but the decaying corrections do depend
on the eigenvalue  as follows:
nˆ
2
  in	nˆ2	in
 = n
1 − e−2
2
+ Ote−t . 19
Since the leading term is independent of , it just yields a
local , contribution after the mode sum → and
thus leads to frozen on-site number variations.
In contrast to the number fluctuations which freeze ac-
cording to Eq. 19, the conjugate phase fluctuations grow
as one would expect when approaching the Mott phase.
From our analytical result 18, we conclude that they in-
crease initially quadratically in time,
ˆ 
2
 = 
1 − e−2
2n
2t2 + Ot ln  . 20
Again, like for the number fluctuations, the leading first
term is independent of the mode index  and yields the on-
site phase fluctuations ˆ 
2
. The off-site phase correlations
ˆ ˆ 
, corresponding to the second term, grow linearly
in time initially.
B. Final state
All the results so far were obtained by a controlled ex-
trapolation of the mean-field expansion 6 from the weak-
coupling J dominates into the strong-coupling regime U
dominates and hence are only valid as long as the quantum
depletion 
ˆ
† 
ˆ
 is small, i.e., the condensate 	0 dominates.
In the strong-coupling regime, however, the quantum deple-
tion grows on a time scale of order n and finally invali-
dates the mean-field expansion 6. Fortunately, we may also
analytically describe the ensuing stages of the quantum evo-
lution, because the tunneling rate Jt1 /≪1 is exponen-
tially small and can be completely neglected. In this com-
pletely interaction-dominated limit, the evolution of the site
operators can be approximated by daˆ /dt=−iUnˆaˆ, which
possesses the simple exponential solution
aˆt = exp− iUnˆ
0 taˆ
0 J≪ 1 . 21
Consequently, we may calculate the time evolution of corre-
lation functions throughout the dynamics i.e., for all t by
using the results of the mean-field expansion, which are valid
for intermediate times with t1 and Utn1, as initial
conditions, and then switching to the above solution 21 for
later stages.
A frequently used indicator for distinguishing the super-
fluid from the Mott phase is the off-diagonal long-range or-
der ODLRO usually associated to the first-order correlation
function aˆ
†taˆt
. Using the results above, we may derive
an analytical expression for the time dependence of
aˆ
†taˆt
 during and after the sweep. From Eq. 21, we
obtain for the correlator
aˆ
†taˆt
 = nexpiUnˆ − nˆt
 + On . 22
On the other hand, the frozen first-order number fluctuations
nˆ are then in a squeezed state which can for n1 be
approximated by a continuous Gaussian distribution. For a
Gaussian variable X with X
=0, the exponential average
yields expiX
=exp−X2
 /2 and hence, we finally get
aˆ
†taˆt
  n exp− U2t22n , 23
where the on-site number variations are given by Eq. 19,
2n = nˆ
2
 − nˆ
2 = nˆ
2
 = n
1 − e−2
2
. 24
The result 23 represents an extension to the present period
lattice geometry of the result obtained in 28, where the
interaction-induced decay of coherence in a double-well trap
was studied. The Fourier transform of the first-order correla-
tion function aˆ
†taˆt
 determines the corresponding mo-
mentum distribution function g1k. The decay of the off-
diagonal long-range order ODLRO in Eq. 23 thus directly
corresponds to a temporal decrease of the peak in g1k at
k=0, measurable in time-of-flight experiments 29,30.
In summary, the state obtained with Jt1 /≪1
while still maintaining Utn1, i.e., at intermediate times,
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which has frozen number fluctuations according to Eq. 19,
forms an appropriate initial many-body quantum state for the
further evolution beyond mean-field into the strongly corre-
lated Mott phase.
C. Increasing the interaction coupling
Another possibility to approach the Mott phase dynami-
cally is to increase U in time. This can be experimentally
realized using a time-dependent sweep through a Feshbach
resonance, which varies the s-wave scattering length as, and
thus U only, while keeping V0 and thus J fixed. Since Eq.
15 depends on the ratio U /J only, increasing U is analo-
gous to decreasing J. Therefore, we can establish an exact
“duality” between the results obtained for J=Jt and the
present U=Ut, i.e., every analytic solution in Table I of
Sec. III A corresponds to a dual expression for U=Ut after
incorporating the transformation t→ of the time coordinate
in Eq. 14. For a power-law dependence U t, Eq. 15
possesses formally the same solution as for J−. Trans-
forming back to the laboratory time via Eq. 14, this corre-
sponds to J t−/+1 while the two limiting cases =−1 and
= correspond to exponential dependences see Table II.
Due to the transformation t→ of the time coordinate in Eq.
14, the solutions for Ut do not freeze in terms of the
laboratory time t→.
Again, it is likely that most of the dynamics Ut are hard
to realize experimentally. Therefore, we focus on the linear
increase Ut=t in the following, since this case is probably
close to an experimental setup. For a linear growth dually
corresponding to Jt1 /t, we can define a scaling time
using a simple -dependent shift of the time origin,
 = t +
J
2n
⇔ d = dt . 25
Introducing this scaling time into the equation for phase fluc-
tuations
 
t
1
2nUt + J

t
+ Jˆ  = 0, 26
we obtain a scaling equation of the following form:
 

1



+ 2nJˆ  = 0. 27
The solution of this equation can be found in terms of Han-
kel functions and leads us to the following Bogoliubov trans-
formation for the phase fluctuations:
ˆ  = Cˆ H2/3
1232nJ3/2 + H.c., 28
where H
1 and H
2
= H
1 are Hankel functions of the first
and second kind, respectively. Note that the index is mode
number  independent, like the solution for exponential de-
crease of J in Eq. 17. In contrast to the above-discussed
case of an exponential decay of J, approaching the “hard-
core” limit by letting U grow linearly, we do not obtain
frozen number fluctuations at late times ↑. We then have,
instead, increasingly rapid oscillations of fluctuating filling
nˆ = −
1

d
d
= C˜ˆ 
1/2H1/3
1232nJ3/2 + H.c.,
29
where the operators C˜ˆ  are proportional to the Cˆ  in Eq. 28.
Due to the asymptotic large x behavior Hx
→2 /x expix− /2− /4, we have at late times nˆ
 t−1/4 expi 232nJt3/2+H.c. From Eq 28, we derive the
corresponding slow increase of the amplitude of phase fluc-
tuations, ˆ  t1/4 expi
2
3
2nJt3/2+H.c., with the same
increase of the oscillation frequency.
D. Quantum depletion
Approaching the Mott phase entails that the condensate
becomes depleted due to Bogoliubov quasiparticle excita-
tions created above the still superfluid ground state. We
stress that the quantum depletion we calculate below explic-
itly depends on J=Jt or U=Ut in a particular manner.
Thus it is possible, within our controlled mean-field scheme,
to unambiguously identify the number squeezing related to
the depletion caused by the creation of the excitations, and
to distinguish it from effects coming from the time depen-
dence of the mean field in the Gross-Pitaevski equation
which were discussed in 38.
The relative depletion is defined by the expression
D 



ˆ
† 
ˆ



n
. 30
Concentrating here on J=J0 exp−t, where as shown in
Sec. III A number fluctuations freeze, and using that the lo-
cal depletion is given by 
ˆ
† 
ˆ=nˆ
2 / 4n+nˆ 
2 +1 /2, we
have from Eqs. 19 and 20,
TABLE II. Important dual cases for temporal variations of U
and J. Given the solution for the first column, we can immediately
conclude, by a simple time transformation, on the solution for the
second column, and vice versa.
Jt Dual Ut Dual Range
J0e−t U0t−1 − t0
J0t−2 U0t−2 − t0
J0t−1 U0et − t
J0t−2/3 U0t2 0 t
J0t−1/2 U0t 0 t
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D = 
ˆ
† 
ˆ

n

1
2n2t2 + 11 − e−2 + 12n
 U
2nt2   1
Ut2
2
  1  , 31
which is valid provided that the mean-field condition Utn
1 holds—which implies D1. The phase fluctuations
caused by the sweep always dominate the number fluctua-
tions in the limit assumed throughout, n1 while still keep-
ing Utn1.
E. Comparison to continuum scaling
Up to now we have treated the homogeneous case. If the
lattice is embedded in an external harmonic trapping poten-
tial, like in experiment, the derived analytical solutions for
Jexp−t and U t are not exactly valid anymore. How-
ever, in the continuum limit, the well-known scaling ap-
proach for a bulk gas in a harmonic trapping potential
33–35 can be applied and it is rather interesting to contrast
this approach with our scaling solutions on the lattice 17
and 29.
The continuum scaling equations of motion in 1D read
b¨ t +
Jt
J0
0
2bt −
J˙t
Jt
b˙ t =
Jt
J0
Ut
U0
0
2
b2t
, 32
where bt denotes the time-dependent scaling parameter
33–35 while 0, J0, and U0 are the initial values for trap
frequency, tunneling, and interaction rate, respectively. We
conclude from Eq. 32 that the temporal change of Jt cor-
responds to a change in the inverse effective mass of the
bosons.
For Jt=J0e−t, the effective harmonic trapping fre-
quency becomes exponentially slower, and the scaling factor
motion consequently overdamped due to the resulting con-
stant Ohmic damping. This damping corresponds to the
derived freezing of the number fluctuations and increase of
phase fluctuations on the lattice as follows:
b¨ t + b˙ t + e−t0
2bt =
e−t0
2
b2t
. 33
Conversely, for Ut linearly increasing in time, and constant
J, due to the driving term on the right-hand side of Eq. 32,
the scaling factor begins to oscillate increasingly fast, as al-
ready observed from the exact solution on the lattice, Eq.
29.
IV. NONEQUILIBRIUM QUANTUM EFFECTS IN
INHOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS
In the additional presence of an optical lattice, the behav-
ior of the system depends on the relation between the inho-
mogeneity of the trap potential V and the central filling
ncenter1. If the potential V is rather shallow, the system
develops a “wedding cake” structure near the boundaries,
where the filling is small and hence the Mott phase emerges
3,36. For stronger inhomogeneities of V and/or larger cen-
tral fillings ncenter1, on the other hand, two-body interac-
tions Uaˆ
†2aˆ
2 in Eq. 1 can be neglected in comparison
with the tunneling term JMaˆ
† aˆ and the potential gradient
of Vnˆ due to U=O1 /ncenter. Intuitively speaking, the vari-
ous rims of the wedding cake would be compressed into a
single lattice site and hence, disappear.
Lowering J toward the first phase transition point, the
wedding cake structure gradually develops by Mott insulator
shells propagating inwards from the outer low density edges
of the gas cloud. Therefore, we have to study the question of
whether the results derived above for the homogeneous
case—such as the temporal decay of the coherence peak of
the momentum distribution function g1k due to number
squeezing effects—can still be observed in the presence of
an external trap. Clearly, near the boundaries inhomogeneity
effects will be important. However, in the central region, the
homogeneity assumption should provide a good
approximation—provided that the momentum distribution
function g1k decays fast enough, i.e., before the Mott insu-
lator shells propagating inwards reach the center. From Eq.
23, we conclude that the typical time for the peak at zero
wave vector of the momentum distribution function g1k
=0 to decay say, one e-folding is generally scaling with
1 /n, i.e., we have
td =
1
Un
  1, td =
1
U

n
  1 . 34
To clarify the question above without resorting to brute force
numerical computation, using simple analytical means, we
consider in what follows various possible modes of the dis-
turbance propagation of the corrections to mean field, to de-
termine the dominant, i.e., most rapid, mode of propagation.
A. Propagation of sound and shock waves
The speed of sound in a 1D optical lattice, for large filling
n, can be derived from the dispersion law 37
k
2
= 4nUJ sin2 ka2  + 4J2 sin4 ka2  , 35
where the lattice spacing a= /2 is determined by the laser
wavelength  the eigenvalues of M in this case are k
=2 sin2ka /2, from which, using Eq. 12, the above disper-
sion law follows. This leads for k→0 to the sound speed
cs = anUJ =  nUJ2mER . 36
A condition for the undisturbed observability of the decay of
g1k is, then, that the time for sound perturbations to propa-
gate to the center is much larger than the decay time td, i.e.,
RTF / cs0 td, where the Thomas-Fermi size of the harmoni-
cally trapped cloud RTF=2mUn0 /2, with n0 the central
filling and central sound speed cs0=csJ=J0 ,n=n0. We
then obtain that, using JcU /n,
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2U

ER
J

1
n
⇔
2

UER
J/Jc

1
n
37
has to be fulfilled for a rapid quench, 1. This condition is
practically always fulfilled if the optical lattice is not too
tightly harmonically trapped: With a laser wavelength of 
=985 nm, we have ER3.7 kHz for 87Rb and ER
8.9 kHz for Na, while typical values for the on-site inter-
action are U10−2¯10−3ER 6; furthermore,  in the
weakly confining directions does not exceed 100 Hz. For a
slow quench, the right-hand side of the above inequality 37
reads  /n respectively,  /n instead, and the inequality
will only be fulfilled if  is not too large, i.e., if the sweep is
not too slow as one would expect.
It is a well-established fact that shock waves in a homo-
geneous medium can propagate much faster than sound; we
therefore need to estimate if shock waves might overtake the
sound waves in the proceeding quench. However, according
to the study of 39, the propagation of shock waves in the
optical lattice proceeds at speeds slower than that of the
sound waves for all values of J 13nU; the dispersion rela-
tion 35 then has negative curvature for all k. This condition
translates into J /Jc1 /n2
1
3 . Therefore, close to the Mott
transition, and for sufficiently large filling, shock waves al-
ways propagate slower than sound, as opposed to the uni-
form system.
B. Propagation of the phase boundary between superfluid and
Mott phases
In the two examples above sound and shock waves, we
studied the propagation within a given phase the superfluid
phase. However, one might object that the motion of the
superfluid-Mott phase boundary could perhaps be much
faster. Clearly, the typical time scale to overcome one lattice
site will again be set by the tunneling rate J, but this rate
could possibly be enhanced or suppressed by a large filling
factor n1. In general, the correct description of the propa-
gation of a phase boundary in the Bose-Hubbard model is a
very interesting and quite involved problem. In the follow-
ing, we derive a rough estimate using the simpler two-site
Bose-Hubbard model a Bose-Einstein condensate Josephson
junction, described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = Jaˆ1aˆ2
† + aˆ1
†aˆ2 + OU . 38
In one site aˆ1, we model the superfluid phase by a coherent
state, while the other side aˆ2 is prepared in a number eigen-
state simulating the Mott phase cf. Fig. 2. Therefore, the
combined initial state factorizes
		12
0 
 = 		1
0
  		2
0
 , 39
into a coherent state 		1
0
 and a number eigenstate 		2
0
,
aˆ1		1
0
 = 1		1
0
, nˆ2		2
0
 = n2		2
0
 . 40
Now the question is the following: How fast does the phase
coherence of the coherent state superfluid decay due to the
coupling with the other site Mott? Since the propagating
superfluid-Mott phase boundary is like a shock wave pre-
sumably very sharp, this site-to-site behavior should provide
a rough estimate for the propagation speed. Of course, there
will also be an on-site dephasing caused by the self-
interaction U, but this process precisely corresponds to the
homogeneous growth of the phase fluctuations considered in
the present paper and is independent of the moving phase
boundary.
Without loss of generality, we assume 1R, i.e., pˆ1
0
=0 and qˆ1
00 in terms of the canonical variables qˆ1
= aˆ1
†+ aˆ1 /2 and pˆ1= iaˆ1†− aˆ1 /2. The initial phase uncer-
tainty is given by cf. Fig. 2
ˆ12
0 =
pˆ1
2
0
qˆ1
0
2 = O 112 = O 1nˆ1
 , 41
which is the usual result for a coherent state. Now, if we
insert the time evolution in the Heisenberg picture
pˆ1t = pˆ10 + Jtqˆ20 + OJ2t2 , 42
we find a gradual increase of the phase variance
ˆ12
t = ˆ12
0 + J2t2
qˆ2
2
0
qˆ1
0
2 , 43
which just corresponds to the dephasing induced by the cou-
pling to the other site. Since the phase fluctuations of the
other site are maximally large qˆ2
2
0=On2, we get together
with qˆ1
0=On1 the final result
ˆ12
t = O 1
n1
 + OJ2t2n2
n1
 . 44
Hence, for equal mean fillings n1=n2=n, the typical
dephasing time scale ˆ12
=O1 is just determined by
the tunneling rate J without suppression or enhancement by
additional factors of n1.
To summarize, the propagation velocity of the two-site
model for the phase boundary is of order v2=OaJ. The
ratio of the maximal sound speed from Eq. 36 to v2 is given
by
cs
v2
nU
J

n
J/Jc
. 45
It follows that sound waves are the dominant, i.e., most rapid
mode of propagation of the disturbances caused by the Mott
insulator shells, due to the n-dependent collective enhance-
ment factor, which is absent at least from the simple two-site
model for the phase boundary propagation.
ϕ
∆ϕ
p
q
<q> 2
q
p
<q >
(a) (b)
FIG. 2. Color online Phase space diagram not to scale of the
coherent state a and the number eigenstate b.
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V. EFFECTIVE SPACETIME AT LARGE WAVELENGTHS
The freezing of the number fluctuations obtained in Sec.
III A can nicely be explained via the analogy to the kinemat-
ics of quantum fields in gravity, valid at large length scales
and low energies. At large wavelengths a, the lattice
structure is not important for the propagation of disturbances
and the system behaves like an ordinary possibly inhomo-
geneous and moving superfluid. This is precisely the limit
in which the scaling equation 32 holds. In the continuum
limit, the excitations phonons possess a linear spectrum at
low energies and behave in complete analogy to scalar
quantum fields in curved spacetimes 40,41.
The case of a decreasing tunneling rate Jt is analogous
to an expanding universe. This can be seen by means of the
evolution equation 13 in the limit of small wave numbers
k=8 /a,
 
t
1
Jt

t
− Una22nˆx,t = 0, 46
which is identical to the wave equation for a scalar field
mode in an expanding universe 42,43. If the speed of sound
cs
2t=Una2Jt decreases fast enough e.g., exponentially,
phonons cannot propagate arbitrarily far but may only travel
a finite distance. In analogy to cosmology, this corresponds
to the emergence of a horizon
ht = 
t

dtcst = a
t

dtJtUn . 47
The convergence of the above integral for t→ then
indicates the emergence of an horizon. This observation
matches the conclusions of Sec. III A, where we found that
the solutions for J t− with 2 do not freeze at late times
but oscillate forever no horizon. For an exponential sweep,
on the other hand, the integral converges and a horizon ex-
ists. Because its size shrinks exponentially ht
=2J0Un exp−t /2 /, it engulfs any given mode with
wavelength  after some time. Therefore, the evolution of
the phonon modes passes through three stages: oscillation
ht, horizon crossing =ht=, and freezing 
ht. Since each mode can be mapped to a harmonic
oscillator, this evolution corresponds to the transition from
underdamped to overdamped regime, which can be seen by
rewriting Eq. 46 as
 2
t2
−
J˙
J

t
− JtUna22nˆx,t = 0. 48
Hence, identifying J˙ /J with the Hubble constant which is
indeed a constant for the exponential sweep, the freezing of
the number fluctuations and the creation of a number
squeezed state by the exponential sweep considered in this
paper is completely analogous to cosmic inflation 42. Dur-
ing this very early epoch of the cosmic evolution, the rapid
expansion of space induced a squeezing of the quantum fluc-
tuations of the inflaton scalar field—traces of these frozen
and amplified quantum fluctuations can still be observed to-
day in the anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background
radiation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
For the Bose-Hubbard model with generally time-
dependent coefficients Jt and Ut, we developed a rigor-
ously controlled and number-conserving mean-field expan-
sion for large filling n1 as a generalization of the original
theory of Bogoliubov to the lattice. This allows us to study
nonequlibrium quantum phenomena occurring in the sweep
from the superfluid to the Mott phase. For two experimen-
tally relevant cases—an exponential decay of the tunneling
rate Jt and a linear increase of the interaction coupling
Ut, respectively—we found exact scaling solutions which
facilitate fully analytical expressions for the time dependence
of the Bogoliubov excitations and the resulting quantum
depletion. Moreover, we were able to establish a duality be-
tween various power-law behaviors of Ut and Jt, which
enables transferring one solution obtained for J=Jt , U
=const into one for U=Ut , J=const, and vice versa.
In the first case exponentially decaying tunneling rate,
we observe freezing and squeezing of the initial quantum
number fluctuations in complete analogy to cosmology. The
final state and its energetic position between the initial co-
herent state and the Mott phase final ground state depends
on a single adiabaticity parameter , which is given by the
ratio of the external sweep rate and the internal chemical
potential. This parameter also governs the decay of off-
diagonal long-range order.
Since the Bose-Hubbard model is considered a prototypi-
cal example for quantum criticality, we expect our findings to
contribute to the general understanding of dynamical quan-
tum phase transitions. Furthermore, by estimating the appli-
cability of our results derived for the homogeneous case to
the real experimental situation with harmonic trapping
present, we found that the predicted effects should be observ-
able with current optical lattice technology.
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